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The Year of the 

“Both/And” Floor Plan

“In 2024, interior design 

embraces a hybrid 

approach with 

multipurpose spaces and 

tailored function-specific 

areas, responding to 

changing living needs 

post-COVID*.”

*Architectural Digest

“
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Bold & Beautiful 

Finishes

“Expect a departure from

subdued tones as the 

new year introduces bold 

colors, fabrics, and 

finishes in interior 

design*.”

*Architectural Digest
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“
Cozy Quiet Luxury

“A shift towards relaxed and casual luxury 

is expected, with a preference for 

comfortable, lived-in furniture over sleek, 

sterile looks*.”

*House Beautiful
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Handmade Elegance

“Homeowners seek

uniqueness through

bespoke elements like

handmade tiles, custom 

vanities, lighting, window 

treatments, and rugs, 

rejecting the ordinary*.”

*Forbes

“
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“
“
Bid adieu to cream bouclé

“Farewell to Solid Colors: AD100 designer 

Josh   Greene foresees the end of solid 

colors, making way for two-tone bouclé and 

plush, durable fabrics like chenille*.”

*Architectural Digest
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“
Biophilic Design Prevails

“Embracing nature indoors remains a 

dominant trend, focusing on connectivity to 

natural elements through biophilic design 

principles*.”

*Insider.com



Hotel interior featuring MushLume installation. Photo & design of MushLume lamps by Danielle 
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“

Innovative Sustainable 

Materials

“Designers anticipate a 

surge in sustainable 

materials, from seaweed 

lamps to mycelium 

features, reflecting a 

broader commitment to 

intentional 

sustainability*.”

*House Beautiful
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Comforting Curves

“Rounded shapes take 

Center stage in 2024, 

Adorning homes for their 

inviting and comforting 

qualities*.”

*Insider.com
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“
Brown Renaissance

“Design trends move away from grays into 

browns, not just in fabrics but also in 

cabinetry and case goods, marking a 

resurgence of chocolate neutrals*.”

*House Beautiful
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